FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JSSI Expands Team in Growing Asia-Pacific Market
SHANGHAI, CHINA (ABACE2018), April 17, 2018 -- Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI), the
leading independent provider of maintenance support and financial services to the aviation
industry, has appointed Ikhsan Alfahmi to the role of Director of Business Development for South
East Asia. He will be based in Indonesia, reporting to JSSI’s Hong Kong office.
Alfahmi was previously commercial manager at TAG Aviation Asia, where he was responsible
for developing the South East Asia market. Previous roles include aircraft sales and account
management at Jakarta-based Premiair, a high-profile business jet fleet operator and the first in
Asia to secure IS-BAO Stage 3 status. Alfhami has also held customer service management
roles at both Singapore Airlines and their regional subsidiary, Tiger Airways. He has worked
closely with governments and airport authorities throughout Indonesia and the Philippines.
“We’re delighted to welcome Ikhsan to the JSSI team. He brings extensive industry knowledge
and an impressive network in the business aviation and regional airline communities throughout
South East Asia,” said Jaslyn Chan, president of JSSI in Asia. “We continue to see significant
growth in the region and we’re committed to having the right team in place to deliver exceptional
service and support to meet this regional demand.”
Alfahmi holds a degree in finance management and a master’s degree from Ottawa University.
“I’m thrilled to be joining this industry-leading team and to have the opportunity to apply my
business aviation expertise and regional insight to benefit JSSI customers operating in South
East Asia. I look forward to meeting many existing and new industry colleagues and clients at
ABACE this week and throughout the region in the months ahead,” said Alfahmi.
For more information on JSSI, visit www.jetsupport.com or meet the team at the Asian Business
Aviation Conference & Exhibition (ABACE2018) Booth H1322, April 17–19, 2018.

About Jet Support Services, Inc.
For nearly 30 years, Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI), has been the leading independent provider
of maintenance programs to the aviation industry, covering virtually all makes and models of aircraft,
engines, and APUs. JSSI provides its customers with comprehensive, flexible and affordable
financial programs and tools for managing the often unpredictable costs of operating and maintaining
nearly all types of turbine-powered aircraft, including business and commercial jets, turboprops and
helicopters. As the creator of the revolutionary Tip-to-Tail® Program, JSSI is the only single source
provider of this trademarked service. JSSI serves customers globally and manages maintenance
services through its worldwide infrastructure of certified technical advisors.
Other JSSI Services:


JSSI Parts gives clients the advantage of JSSI buying power and expertise as one of the
largest purchaser of parts and maintenance services in the aviation industry.



Jet Engine Leasing offers engine- and APU-leasing solutions. JSSI owns several rental
assets for hard-to-locate platforms and can source rental assets for almost anything that flies.



AMP is JSSI’s dedicated Asset Monitoring Platform (AMP), available to aviation lenders as
a tool to assist in the mitigation of risk and the management of financed aircraft.



JSSI Advisory Services utilizes JSSI’s technical expertise and global network to inspect
aircraft, perform ASA-certified appraisals, assist with maintenance cost planning, manage
maintenance events, and provide insurance claims management.

Connect with JSSI on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram.
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